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1/ INTRODUCTION

Up to now Lower Hybrid Current Drive launchers have been made of waveguide
arrays. Typically for a frequency around 5 GHz the power density is limited to less than
50 MW/m- for reliability, and taking into account that the necessary injected power is of the
order of 50 MW or more for a steady-state reactor, the number of waveguides will be many
thousands. To extrapolate present techniques despite the thermal power load and the
mechanical stresses, it is therefore necessary to develop an advanced launcher concept both
simpler and more robust.

To simplify the antennae between the RF vacuum windows and the plasma, studies
have been carried out or are underway : the hyperguide (JET) [1], the toroidal oversized
waveguide (JT60U) [2] and the poloidal mode converter [3] (Tore Supra).

For the plasma facing component it has been proposed to use diffraction through rod
arrays [4] although this suffers from bad coupling per pass.

Here a new concept is given which seems to be robust and should leave enough space
for efficient water cooling. The front part near the plasma can be easily replaceable by remote
handling.

After a general description of the guiding principles which led to this new concept, the
dependance of the spectrum power directivity and of the coupling upon the main plasma
parameters will be studied.

2/ PRINCIPLE AND DESCRIPTION

One first idea to simplify the structure in front of the plasma is to use oversized
waveguides in the poloidal direction. The phase shift between waveguides could be realized by
using phase shifters which would act also as mode filters.

The main problem is then the cooling. For juxtaposed and independently fed
waveguides, the N//n values of the different peaks of the radiated power spectrum are given by
the relation:

with <p the phase shift between neighbouring waveguides, k = 2 T / X the vacuum wavenumber,
X the wavelength, A the geometric periodicity. To excite a propagating slow wave, <p and A
are chosen in such a way that |N//Q | is greater than the accessibility limit at the launcher. For
example for N//Q=2 and <p=r/2, then kA=x/4 and the module of the N//n values are greater
than 1. The geometric periodicity is then A=X/8, and therefore the wall thickness is too small
to insert water cooling and is not robust enough to withstand strong mechanical stresses.
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The second idea is therefore to realize an array of waveguides where each 2
neighbouring active waveguides labeled for instance 1 and 2 are separated by a short passive
one which acts as a reflector (fig 1).

As a first order calculation, if the coupling coefficient through the plasma between 2
adjacent active waveguides is noted S ] 2, if the incident wave phase shift between 1 and 2 is
equal to 7.<p, the total electric field E in the passive waveguide calculated at the grill aperture is
given by :

E =S,2e
i'2cos*>(i-e^) (2)

where d is the distance between the plasma and the short circuit placed inside the passive
waveguide (fig 2).

Since the phase shift between the active waveguides is 2y>, the goal is to adjust the
short circuit position in such a way that the phase of E noted <E equals to <p (2x). Using
relation (2) <E satisfies the following condition :

| (3)

where:
£=0 if sign(cos <p) x sign (cos(2xd/A)) = + I (4)
e=l if sign(cos ip) x sign (cos(2xd/X))= - 1 (5)

A solution of the equality :
<E = v ( 2 x ) (6)

is found ford if:
<S12andvj£ [ X / 2 , 3 T / 2 ] (2X) or <S12 and <p E [3x/2 , x/2] (2x) (7)

If condition (7) is satisfied the total electric field of the wave in passive waveguides are
coherent with the one of active waveguides .

The geometric periodicity between active waveguides is 2A to allow for cooling
between the active waveguides and behind the passive reflector waveguides. Without the
reflected waves, the N//n values of the main peaks would then follow the relation :

N = - ^ + n - L (8)
•L>"° kA kA

Thus, if the field amplitude in the reflector waveguides is too small, the main peaks will
be more closely spaced than for a conventional grill. Computations which take into account the
plasma admittance show that <Si2 is between x/2 and 3 x/2 , and a good choice for <p seems to
be 2x/3. Then if the desired N// value is 2 for n=0 then kA=x/3 and N//n equals to (2 + 3 n).
The depth of the passive waveguides must therefore be adjusted in such a way that the
coherent addition of incident and reflected fields inhibit the parasitic peak at N// _. -1 in order

to build up a highly directive power spectrum with a small reflection coefficient.

3/ NUMERICAL RESULTS

Tne coupling properties of the proposed structure have been studied using the SWAN
code [5]. Good agreement between the SWAN calculations and the coupling measurements
performed on Tore Supra has been previously reported [6]. The calculations are made at a
frequency of 3.7 GHz for an antenna composed of 12 waveguides : 6 active waveguides
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supposed to be fed independently with a phase shift of 4TT/3 and 6 short passive waveguides
depending on the short circuit position, the electron density and the density gradient. For the
study the chosen periodicity is A=16.2 mm and 2 evanescents modes have been considered to
satisfy the continuity limits at the interface gnll-plasma

3-1/ The short circuit position (fig 3)

The short cicuit position is the same in all the passive waveguides. Its effect is
very important on the mean reflection coefficient R of the active waveguides . As expected ,
when (6) is satisfied the coherence destroys the peak corresponding to j N//1 < 1 which is one of
the main source of reflected power. The effect on the power directivity 6 is weak. Only in this
case the periodicty A is equal to 14.6 mm . The same study has not been done with
A = 16.2 mm since the phase of the cross coupling Sj2 is the same .

3-2/ The electron density r^ (fig 4)

R decreases when the density is decreased to reach an optimum when the
electron density is twice the cutoff density. In the meantime the directivity is always increasing.
This is explained by the increase of the module of the coupling coefficient f S j ̂  I while its
phase <S]2 stays nearly constant (fig 5).

3-3/ The density gradient Vne (fig 6)

The power directivity variation is smaJ! with the density gradient, it stays around
76 %. The reflection coefficient R decreases when the density gradient Vng increases. For a
decay length ng/Vng of 5 ram, R is less than 3 % at an electron density of 2 10^ cm'^.

3-4/ Radiated N// spectrum

The spectrum has been plotted on fig 7 for an array of 12 waveguides, 6 active
ones and 6 passive ones. The electron density is 2 10 ' ' cm~3 and the linear density gradient is
4 1()11 cm~4. The obtained mean reflection coefficient in active waveguides is 2.2 %. Two
peaks are observed on this plot, the main one at N// = 1.63 and a secondary one at N// = - 3.3.

4/ CONCLUSION

Based upon a principle somewhat similar to the "backfire arrays" used in TV antennae,
the new concept of a "backfire" or "retro-reflecting" LH antenna is suggested for the plasma
facing component of an advanced LH launcher. It falls into the general category of reflector
antennae and it has been shown in our preliminary studies that the power spectrum radiated by
such a structure has a power directivity and a coupling efficiency similar to classical LHCD
antennae. Moreover, it has been shown that the coupling properties of such an antenna are
optimized at low edge density where the thermal load is lower.

It can be fed in several ways, e.g. by an hyperguide, a mode converter or a quasi optical
transmission. Multijunctions can be used to further reduce the reflection coefficient. It is a
simplified and more robust antenna which can be easily water cooled through pipes situated in
the thick wall behind the passive waveguides. It can therefore have some relevance for
applying LH waves in the next step reactor-grade tokamaks.
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Fig 1 :0verview of the "retro-reflecting LH antenna"
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Fig 2 : Principle of "the retro
reflecting"LH antenna. S[2 the
cross coupling coefficient
between an active and a passive
waveguides,2$2 the wave phase
shift between active waveguides,
and d the distance between the
short circuit in the passive
waveguide and the plasma.

Fig 3 : Influence of the short circuit
position d for an antenna made of 6
active and 6 passivewaveguides at a
frequency of 3.7 GHz. The geonietnc
periodicity A is 14.6 mm.
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Fig 4 : Influence of the election
density. The geometric periodicity
A is 16.2 mm . The short circuit
distance d to plasma interface is
1.7 cm.
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Fig 5 : Influence of the electron
density on the cross coupling
coefficient S12 (A=16.2mm ;
d=1.7cm)

Fig 6 : Influence of the electron
density gradient (A=16.2mm,
d=1.7cm).
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